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IRTSCORE is a console-based program for scoring tests comprising graded-
type items (e.g., Likert-type items) with item response theory (IRT). IRTSCORE

also has a Monte Carlo capability that, given a set of IRT parameters,
provides simulation-based estimates of reliability and mean squared error
for the various types of scores it produces. In addition to providing IRT-scale
scores based on summed scores (i.e, EAP|SS), IRTSCORE implements an
algorithm for calculating a linear approximation for IRT-based response-
pattern scale scores. The approximation is essentially a weighted sum of the
IRT-calculated EAPs for each individual item response. This scoring
algorithm has been described by Steinberg and Thissen (2001) and Thissen,
Flora, Reeve, & Vevea (2000). Thissen et al. (2000) showed that scores
calculated with the IRTSCORE algorithm (i.e., LinEAP) tend to be more reliable
and have lower mean squared error (MSE) than EAP|SS scores.

Preparation for Running IRTSCORE

IRTSCORE scores tests comprising graded-type items or two-parameter
logistic (2PL) items. All items in the test must have the same number of
response categories. For a given test to be scored and analyzed using
IRTSCORE, the items must first be calibrated using software external to
IRTSCORE, such as MULTILOG (Thissen, 1991). This calibration produces a file
of item parameters that will serve as input for IRTSCORE. If the items are
calibrated with MULTILOG , the >SAVE command will create a file with the
extension .SAV that can be used as input for IRTSCORE. IRTSCORE also accepts
item parameter files in tab- or space-delimited column format, where the
first column contains the items’ a parameters and subsequent columns
contain the relevant number of b parameters for each item. The item
parameter file should be in the same directory as IRTSCORE.exe.
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The particular test serving as an illustrative example in this guide is the
North Carolina End-of-Grade 3 Social Studies exam from 1993, as described
by Thissen, Pommerich, Billeaud, and Williams (1995) in their article on IRT
for tests including items with ordinal responses. Because all demonstrations
in this guide are based on this test, the Thissen et al. (1995) article is a
useful co-reference for this guide. This social studies test consists of open-
ended items that were rated on a 4-point scale, thus generating ordinal item
responses. Any test comprising items with ordinal responses that are
calibrated using Samejima’s (1969) graded IRT model are appropriate for
IRTSCORE. Thus, both judged ratings, such as those from this social studies
test, and Likert-type item responses, such as may be found on a
psychological questionnaire, generate appropriate item response data for
use with IRT score.

The actual values given to observations on an ordinal scale are arbitrary,
so long as the proper ordering is preserved. In educational and other
settings, it is conventional to assign a value of zero to observations falling in
the lowest possible category of an ordinal scale. On the other hand,
researchers using Likert-type scales typically assign a value of one, rather
than zero, to observations falling in the lowest possible category.

IRTSCORE assumes that observations falling in the lowest possible have
been assigned the value zero, observations in the next-lowest category are
assigned the value one, the next category is associated with the value two,
and so on. Given this convention, the range of summed scores is from zero
to the summed numbers of response categories for the items, each less one.
That is, the summed scores for 10 binary items range from 0 to 10; or, the
summed scores for 6 four-alternative Likert-type items range from 0 to 18.
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Running IRTSCORE

Start IRTSCORE.exe by double-clicking on the application. A console window
appears:

IRTScore: Score Approximation with Item Response Theory
Enter filename for output [CR for screen output]: <return>

Here, the user has the option of specifying whether the output generated by
IRTSCORE is to be saved in a file (which the user names at this prompt), or
simply written to the console window (which happens when the user enters
a carriage return, “<return>” without a filename).

In this guide, illustrative user
responses are in bold.

The console windows in this
guide are from Mac OS X;
windows have different cosmetic
features on other platforms.
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Next, IRTSCORE asks for information about the external file containing the
item parameters.

IRTScore: Score Approximation with Item Response Theory
Enter input file format (1=Multilog, 2=Columns) [1]: <return>
Enter input file name: test.sav<return>

Here, the user has specified that the item parameter file is an output file
from MULTILOG by simply entering a carriage return for the first prompt, thus
accepting the default option, “1=Multilog.” Next, the user has specified that
the name of the item parameter file is test.sav.

    0001 2 4   1   2   3   4
 0.187E+01 0.649E+00 0.197E+01 0.314E+01
    0001 2 4   5   6   7   8
 0.266E+01 0.122E+00 0.157E+01 0.269E+01
    0001 2 4   9  10  11  12
 0.124E+01 0.778E-01 0.203E+01 0.430E+01
GRP10004 2 21998  131997
-0.100E+01 0.000E+00 0.100E+01

The contents of the file test.sav
are shown in the box below. This
file was produced by MULTILOG,
using the >SAVE command
(>SAVE FORMAT in MULTILOG

version 7).
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The following shows input for a parameter file in column format:

IRTScore: Score Approximation with Item Response Theory
Enter input file format (1=Multilog, 2=Columns) [1]: 2<return>
Enter input file name: test.col<return>
Test has 3 items.
Enter number of categories: 4<return>
Column for a? [1] : <return>
Column for b1?: 2<return>
Column for b2?: 3<return>
Column for b3?: 4<return>

After the user specifies column format and the file name for the parameter
file, IRTSCORE tells the user how many items are in the file, and thus the test.
The user may wish to confirm that this number is correct; if not, there may
be a problem with the parameter file. Next, IRTSCORE asks for the number of
response categories (this number must be the same for all items on the test).
Here, the user has specified that there are 4 categories for the items in the
file test.col. Then IRTSCORE asks which columns in the file contain which
parameters. Here, the user has entered <return> for the a parameter, thus
accepting the default option “[1]” that the first column contains a. Because
graded-type items have (ncat – 1) b parameters, where ncat is the number of
observed response categories, in this illustration IRTSCORE has asked for the
column locations of 3 b parameters. For 2PL items, there are two response
categories, and hence only one b parameter.

For example, the file test.col
might contain the lines:

1.87  0.65  1.97  3.14
2.66  0.12  1.57  2.69
1.24  0.08  2.03  4.30
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After IRTSCORE reads the item parameters, whether from MULTILOG or
column format, it creates several tables and writes these either to the output
file or the console window itself. Examples of these tables are below:

Using parameters from test.sav:
Item Ncat Parameters:
   1   4  1.87  0.65  1.97  3.14
   2   4  2.66  0.12  1.57  2.69
   3   4  1.24  0.08  2.03  4.30

The first table (above) reproduces the item parameters from the input file.
The user may wish to compare this table with the file itself to confirm that
IRTSCORE has read the parameters properly. In the table, “Ncat” represents
the number of response categories, while under the word “Parameters:” the
item parameters are printed with a column of a parameters on the far left
and columns of b parameters in order from left to right. The item
parameters printed above are those given in Table 2 of Thissen et al. (1995).

After it reproduces the item parameters from the input file, the next
scoring table printed by IRTSCORE looks like this:

Category EAPs and Wts:
     Category
Item      0      1      2      3
   1 -0.382  0.670  1.246  1.643
      1.402  1.966  1.650  1.271
   2 -0.614  0.529  1.364  2.005
      1.757  2.646  2.462  1.796
   3 -0.458  0.351  0.906  1.192
      1.289  1.479  1.266  1.053

This table presents, for each possible response to a particular item, an
EAP (expected a posteriori) value for q and, immediately below the EAP, a
corresponding weight. For example, in the illustration above, a score in
category 0 on item 1 is associated with an EAP of q = -0.382, and the
corresponding weight for this value is 1.402. The values in this table are
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used to calculate the linear score approximation, LinEAP. If the I items on a
test are indexed i = 1, 2,…, I, the formula for LinEAP is

LinEAP = 
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the information in that response. Given the values of the “Category EAPs and
Wts” in the table above and an example response pattern u = {010}, the
computation of LinEAP is shown below:

Item Numerator value Denominator value

1 –0.382 ¥ 1.402 1.402

2   0.529 ¥ 2.646 2.646

3 –0.458 ¥ 1.289 1.289

Sum: 0.273808 5.337

LinEAP = 
  

† 

0.273808

5.337 - (3 -1)
= 0.082
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The third table printed by IRTSCORE looks like this:

Score  EAP   SD    Prop.
   0 -0.88  0.70  0.32469
   1 -0.18  0.61  0.24091
   2  0.33  0.57  0.18276
   3  0.74  0.55  0.12291
   4  1.12  0.54  0.06929
   5  1.48  0.54  0.03502
   6  1.84  0.54  0.01595
   7  2.21  0.54  0.00623
   8  2.62  0.56  0.00193
   9  2.99  0.56  0.00031

This table shows the summed-score to EAP translation table. That is, it gives
a value for the IRT-scale score associated with each possible summed score
(EAP|SS) and its standard deviation along with the proportion of the
population expected to receive each summed score. The values above are
identical to those given under the heading “(q | Score)”  and “Modeled Score
Group Proportion” in Table 3 of Thissen et al. (1995). For example, in the
illustration, a test taker receiving the highest possible score (3) on all three
items would have a summed score of 9. In the table above, the score 9 is
associated with an EAP|SS of q = 2.99, which has a standard error of 0.56,
and 0.031% of the population is expected to receive this score.
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Major Functions of IRTSCORE

After it prints the scoring tables as described above, the next message from
the software is:

…

Choose:
1 For keyboard entry of item responses
2 For simulee-simulation
1<return>

Keyboard Entry

With keyboard entry of item responses, the user enters a string of responses
for a particular examinee, and IRTSCORE will calculate that examinee’s IRT-
based scores on the test.

Having chosen the keyboard-entry option, the next message from IRTSCORE

asks the user to enter a string of responses for a test taker:

Enter response string, 3 graded item responses [<return> quits]:
010<return>

This option allows the user to
choose between the two major
functions of IRTSCORE. Here, the
user has chosen function 1,
keyboard entry of item
responses. We discuss this
option first, and describe
function 2, simulee-simulation,
on page 10 and thereafter.
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The user input must contain a value for the test taker’s response to each
question on the test. These values must be entered without any spaces. If
not enough (or too many) values are entered, IRTSCORE will print an error
message and ask the user to enter a new response string. Additionally, the
value entered for each item response must be within the range of potential
legal responses, i.e., a value greater than or equal to zero and less than or
equal to the number of response categories less one (ncat – 1). It is
important to remember that IRTSCORE assumes that responses falling in the
lowest possible category are assigned the value zero. Again, if a response is
entered that is out of range, IRTSCORE will print an error message and
prompt the user for a new response string. In the example above, the user
has entered the response string “010,” indicating that a hypothetical test
taker has received the lowest score on the first and third items in the test,
and the next-to-lowest score on the second item. For this response string on
the social studies test, IRTSCORE prints the following output:

Summed score: 1
Response pattern EAP =  0.08, sd = 0.54
Linear approx. EAP =  0.08, sd = 0.55
EAP given SumScore = -0.18, sd = 0.61

The first line of the output is the summed score for the response string.
The next line gives the EAP for the specific response pattern and its
standard deviation. The third line presents the value for the linear
approximation of q, LinEAP. Finally, the bottom line gives the value of EAP|SS
and its standard deviation.

Entry of response patterns may be repeated until the user enters
<return>  with no responses.

Simulee-Simulation

The other major function of IRTSCORE performs a Monte Carlo simulation
study evaluating the statistical properties of test scores calculated with the
LinEAP scoring algorithm relative to response pattern EAPs and EAPs given
summed scores. After naming the external item parameter file, the user

The value given on the third line
of the output at left, Linear
approx. EAP = 0.08, reproduces
the linear approximation
computed as 0.082 on p. 7.
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specifies the simulation function by choosing option 2 at the prompt
previously shown on p. 9:

Choose:
1 For keyboard entry of item responses
2 For simulee-simulation
2<return>

Before conducting the simulation, IRTSCORE must have values (“seeds”)
for initializing the random number generator that samples hypothetical test
takers (“simulees”) from the population distribution. Thus, after the user has
chosen the simulee-simulation function, IRTSCORE asks for seed values:

Enter seed1 (0 < seed1 < 31328) [return: default = 962]: 20359<return>
Enter seed2 (0 < seed2 < 30081) [return: default = 5036]: 345<return>
seed1 = 20359     seed2 = 345

In the example above, the user has entered the value 20,359 for the first
random number seed and the value 345 for the second random number
seed. The user must enter a positive integer less than 31,328 for the first
seed value, and less than 30,081 for the second seed value. If an illegal seed
value is accidentally entered, IRTSCORE will print an error message and ask
for new seed values. Simply pressing <return> yields default seed values.

Above, IRTSCORE wrote the seed values to the console window. Upon first
starting IRTSCORE, if the user had specified that the output be written to an
external file rather than specifying screen output, these seed values would
be included in the output file. Retaining the seed values is sometimes
important because it may be desirable to use the exact same random
number seeds when one wishes to replicate a Monte Carlo study. After
obtaining the values for the seeds, IRTSCORE asks for the number of
hypothetical test takers, or simulees, to be sampled at different levels of the
population distribution:

Enter number of replications @ each theta value [return: default = 1000]: <return>
Number of replications @ each theta value = 1000
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In this example, the user has simply entered <return> at the prompt,
thereby accepting the default value of 1000 simulees to be sampled at each q
value. The q values from which the replications will be sampled are a
discrete set of 30 values along the standard normal population ranging from
–2.9 to +2.9.

After the user enters the number of replications, IRTSCORE begins the
simulation and gradually prints the following as the simulation is running:

Computing at:
theta: -2.9
theta: -2.7
theta: -2.5
theta: -2.3
.
.
.
theta: 2.7
theta: 2.9
Time required: 3.0 seconds

In this example, IRTSCORE used 3 seconds to complete the simulation. Next,
IRTSCORE prints the results of the simulation. The following illustrative
results are those obtained using the item parameters from the social studies
test described above and also using the random number seeds above and
1000 replications for each quadrature point. The first component of the
results is a table of simulation outcome statistics, specifically bias and mean
squared error (MSE) as a function of q:

Table of bias and MSE at values of theta:
Theta   P-EAPbias   P-EAPMSE    SSbias  SSMSE   LinApbias  LinApMSE
-2.9    2.02899 4.124   2.03426 4.15227 2.01214 4.0557
-2.7    1.83417 3.37385 1.84182 3.41197 1.81732 3.31212
-2.5    1.64305 2.71404 1.65454 2.76741 1.62606 2.65823
-2.3    1.453   2.13108 1.46764 2.19292 1.43605 2.082
.
.
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.
2.5 -0.610869   0.557307    -0.6804 0.661449    -0.55101    0.536009
2.7 -0.665595   0.637301    -0.738167   0.755522    -0.587837   0.598784
2.9 -0.717711   0.683036    -0.788705   0.794547    -0.616752   0.609334

(In the example output above, the rows corresponding to values of q from
–2.1 to 2.3 have been omitted.) When the user specifies a file for output
upon starting IRTSCORE, the table of bias and MSE is included in the output
file as tab-delimited text that can easily be copied into a spreadsheet
application such as Microsoft Excel or DeltaGraph. When the user has
chosen screen output, the table is printed to the console window with
varying numbers of spaces between each pair of cells, as in the example
above.

The purpose of this table is to allow the user to create graphics, using
standard software, that illustrate the bias and MSE of the scoring methods
as a function of q. The first column of the table contains the values of q, and
each row gives bias and MSE statistics corresponding to its quadrature point.
The second column contains bias statistics pertaining to the response
pattern EAP (“P-EAPbias”), and the next gives MSE for the response pattern
EAP (“P-EAPMSE”). The fourth and fifth columns contain bias and MSE
statistics respectively for EAP|SS (“SSbias" and “SSMSE”). Finally, the last two
columns contain bias and MSE for LinEAP (“LinApbias” and “LinApMSE”).
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Below is an example of a graph that can be created from the tabular
output using Excel:

Plot of Bias and MSE
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Following the table of bias and MSE statistics, IRTSCORE prints more
statistics summarizing the simulation:

N(0,1) weighted:
Response pattern estimator:
Average: -0.00645627 Variance: 0.64145
Average MSE: 0.353527 sqrt: 0.594581
Squared correlation with theta: 0.637114
Summed score estimator:
Average: -0.00868637 Variance: 0.610785
Average MSE: 0.380161 sqrt: 0.616572
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Squared correlation with theta: 0.609735
Linear approximation:
Average: -0.00808071 Variance: 0.665122
Average MSE: 0.354967 sqrt: 0.595791
Squared correlation with theta: 0.636309

The top line, “N(0, 1) weighted” refers to the fact that IRTSCORE has sampled
observations from a standard normal population distribution. Then
IRTSCORE gives a paragraph of simulation results for the response pattern
EAP estimator, followed by results for the summed score estimator (EAP|SS),
and last are results for the linear approximation (LinEAP).

In the example output above for the social studies test, the average
estimated value of q is practically zero (i.e., within .01 of zero) for all three
estimators, which is expected because the simulees have been sampled from
a standard normal distribution. The variances of the simulees’ estimated
values of q are less than one for all three estimators, which is always true for
EAP estimates. These results show that the response pattern EAP has the
lowest MSE (and square root MSE), followed by LinEAP, and then EAP|SS has
the highest MSE of the three estimators. The “squared correlation with
theta” is a measure of reliability. Above, the output shows that the LinEAP
estimator produces scores that are nearly as reliable as response pattern
EAP scores. The reliability of EAP|SS scores is somewhat lower than the
reliability of the other two estimators. These three reliability values are all
rather low because the social studies test has only three items. Overall, this
set of results from the social studies test provides validation of the
conclusion reached by Steinberg & Thissen (2001) and Thissen et al. (2000)
that scores produced with the LinEAP algorithm are more reliable and have
lower MSE than EAP|SS scores.


